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“If you ever find yourself in the water half way between
your paddle and your kayak, I recommend you head for
your kayak. If you are alone you will use your spare
paddle (hint, hint), which is on the deck of your kayak to
retrieve the one you abandoned. If you are in a group
someone else can go for the paddle. You could also hand
paddle back to your paddle if you foolishly neglected to
have a spare with you (tsk, tsk, tsk). Unattended paddles
don't travel quickly in the water, but unattended kayaks
do.”
Wayne Horodowich
University of Sea Kayaking
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I don’t know what your destiny will be, but one
thing I know: the only ones among you who will be
happy are those who will have sought and found
how to serve.

!

ALBERT SCHWEITZER
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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE
Happy New Year to all. As I sit looking back on last year I am looking out my window
waiting for the big storm.
2013 was a very good year for NACK. We had many paddles throughout the year. Last
years awards dinner was fantastic and I cannot wait till January 26th for another great time. Colin
worked very hard in getting paddles on our schedule as well as training. We had Chris Raab
come and give us the Trip Leader assessment and endorsement. This gave us additional trip
leaders and this year we will be hosting our own trip leader training with Colin and myself as the
instructors.
This year Bethpage State Park requested our assistance for the first annual pumpkin sail,
you had to see it to believe it, the kids had a great time and we made great friends with the state
park. We held our cold water peer practice on December 14th which was a very cold snowy day.
Everyone learned something about their equipment especially that porgies are warmer then
gloves while paddling but you need gloves when you get out and load your car. The following
Saturday was a record warm day which would have been more comfortable while loading and
unloading but we can never plan on mother nature. Roy lead the annual Survivors Day Paddle on
New Years Day and a great time was had by all.
I could go on about what we did last year but I am now thinking about this new year and
how to make it even better. The most obvious item that needs improvement is more trips, so
please send your requests to Colin and let’s get them on our calendar. The pool practice will start
next week which is a great way to get wet and stay warm. For those who are prepared for the cold
water now is the time for seal watching and paddling with little or no boat traffic or jet skies, just
quiet.
Again I want to wish you a very Happy and Health New Year with lots of water time.
See you on the water,

John Weickert, Jr.
John Weickert, Jr.
President
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Winter 2014 - 1st Quarter
L

January 1st New Years Paddle (S) (L2)
˝
Moose Lodge in Riverhead 11:30 AM Launch
˝
51 Madison St., Riverhead
˝
Dry Suit or wet suit mandatory
˝
Contact Colin M. colin82abn@optonline.net or Roy B. rbaillar@optonline.net for
details

L

POOL PRACTICE (NR) (S)
˝
Dates 1/11,1/25, 2/8, 2/22, 3/8, & 3/22
˝
All on Saturdays 1:30- 3:30 PM All boats must be CLEAN.
˝
Contact Ann K. - akaiser@optonline.net
˝
Please contact Colin for all training requests colin82abn@optonline.net

L

January 26th Sunday (S) Meeting/Dinner
˝
Irish Coffee Pub 131 Carlton Avenue E. Islip, NY 11730
˝
5:00 PM Dinner and Presentation of Awards
˝
Contact Renee L. - 516-829-9792

L

March 28-30 (NR) NJ Paddle Sports
˝
This is an outreach event
˝
The first 10 registered will geta free pass to the show
˝
Contact John W. Bluek@weickert.com

L

April 19th Captree Island Paddle (S)(L2)
˝
We are hoping to see some seals on this trip
˝
Contact Colin M. colin82abn@optonline.net

(S) ACA Sanctioned Activity
(NS) NACK Non-Sanctioned Activity
(FW) Flat-water (ACA L1)
(AFW) Adv. Flat-water (ACA L2)

NACK

(IC) Inner Coastal (ACA L3)
(OW) Open Water (ACA L4)
(AOW) Advanced Open Water (ACA L5)
(NR) Non-Rated Skill Level
Highlighted are new events added
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Thoughts on a Harbor Seal

!

On Saturday, November 16, four paddlers and I launched our kayaks from Oak Beach at 10:30 AM and
headed out on the bay for five hours. The day started out being a bit overcast, but the skies gradually
gave way to a fair amount of sun with puffs of clouds scattered around here and there. We started by
paddling west a short distance, crossed over to Fire Island and then headed east toward Robert
Moses Causeway. I was lagging a short way behind, because you know me--I am out there taking
pictures! Within the first hour and to my total disbelief, I came across my first harbor seal of the
season about 60 feet off the bow of my boat and all alone! Actually, this was the first time I have
ever seen a harbor seal around Long Island. It was truly an exciting moment. The seal seemed to be as
curious about me as I was of it. We stared at each other for several seconds as it stretched its neck
high above the waterline and then down under it went, only to pop up over on my right. We went
through the same ritual several more times until it finally completed a full 360 around my kayak. Not
wanting to scare away the seal I remained frozen in my seat, but during one of its vanishing acts under
the water, I quickly grabbed my camera and was able to snap a picture as it resurfaced. Lucky that I
snapped the picture when I did, as it went below the surface once more and disappeared into the chop,
not to be seen again. Thoughts of seeing the harbor seal remained with me throughout the rest of my
day on the water! It didn't get any better than that!
See you on the water
Lynne Basilio
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Capsized kayaks and Rescues in Fire Island’s Old Inlet
By Colin Mullen

In late October 2012, ocean waves caused by Hurricane Sandy breached the
dunes of Fire Island National Seashore approximately 1 ½ miles west of the
National Parks Service’s Visitors Center located at Smith Point Park in Mastic Beach,
New York. This breach created an inlet in the same location where an old inlet once

existed. The inlet created by hurricane Sandy has no official title or name; some
people refer to it as the breach, others, the new inlet or the old inlet.
I kayaked through the old inlet, created by hurricane Sandy, today with two
friends Suzanne and Matt. We intended to surf the ocean’s waves off the inlet,
something we have done a few times this season but today it would be a slightly
different experience.
As planned, we arrived at the old inlet during the middle of the flood current’s
change to high tide. We started to paddle out through the incoming waves, which
were approximately three feet in height without any problems. Our kayak's bow
would gently rise up over each incoming wave and then slam down in front of the
NACK
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next oncoming one. Crossing over the sandbar where the waves were braking
we plowed through the white froth of the breaking waves. The breaking waves
broke over our kayaks bows and ran over our submerged decks striking us in our
chest as we paddled through them. What a wonderful paddle, so far.
Once through the breaking waves and out in the ocean we turned around and
set up to ride the waves back towards the inlet. From east to west facing the inlet
were me, than Suzanne, and Matt. An ocean swell of about three and a half feet
came up behind us towards my right, from the east. The wave was just starting to
curl preparing to break, the perfect wave to ride back into the inlet. I started
paddling catching the incoming wave. Once upon the wave I was looking rearward
at the nicest stern pry I ever performed.
I do not have a lot of experience in the surf zone so I really was impressed
with how perfect my stern pry was working on that wave. I could not help but
looking towards my kayaks sterns admiring my pry. Finally, I turned and looked
ahead, towards my bow, the direction I should have been looking all along. To my
surprise, Suzanne was directly in front of my kayaks bow. She had elected to catch
the same wave I did. With no time for me to react, my bow struck Suzanne’s kayak
just behind her cockpit on her right side. Over I went, capsized into the white
turning water of the breaking wave. With my kayak now capsized and running
sideways, broached into the wave I tried to set up for a roll but each time I pushed
my paddle to the surface the pressure from the breaking wave pushed my paddle
back down. Twice I tried to set up for a roll and twice the white foaming froth of the
wave rejected my efforts. There would be no third attempt at a roll for now my
brain and lungs were burning with the craving for air. My lungs were screaming,
telling me they needed air and to take a breath but I was still upside down,
underwater. I knew it was time to wet exist from my kayak and head to the surface
for air, before some involuntary muscle reaction cased me to take a breath while I
was still submerged so I bailed out of my capsized kayak.

!

When I came to the surface, I noticed Suzanne too had capsized and
performed a wet exit. I then noticed Matt off in the distance to the west of Suzanne
and I, he also was out of his kayak and bobbing in the waves alongside of his
kayak. Matt is in the process of developing a roll and Suzanne does not have one so
once capsized they had no other choice but to perform a wet exist from their
kayaks. Out of habit, we all maintained a hold on our kayaks when we wet exited.
As it turned out, we all charged onto and caught the same wave. The etiquette
surfers enjoy where the person who is closest to the break has the right of way on a
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wave did not exist with us on this wave. Instead, we all were paddling on the
same wave within a few feet of each other, which proved to be a setup for disaster.
When my kayak collided with Suzanne’s, kayak her kayak careened into
Matt's, causing a domino effect of capsized kayaks and swimming paddlers.
Suzanne, Matt and I were all fortunate that none of us sustained any injurers in our
multiple kayak collision.
When Suzanne capsized and performed her wet exit, she let go of her paddle,
luckily, when Suzanne surfaced her paddle was within arm’s reach in the turning
surf and she easily retrieved it. Suzanne and I came to the surface within a few feet
of each other and without speaking; Suzanne and I quickly swam our kayaks
together, before the next set of waves arrived. Suzanne turned over her capsized
kayak and I reached over my capsized kayak, grabbing the cockpit of Suzanne’s.
With me holding the two kayaks together, Suzanne performed a perfect heel hook
reentry and was able to get back into her kayak instantly. Once Suzanne was, back
in her kayak and a few feet away from me I did a reenter and roll to get back into
my kayak and upright. I look over in the distance and witnessed Matt somehow in
the turning waves successfully performing a scramble rescue up his kayak’s rear
deck. I have a hard time performing the scramble rescue in calm water and Matt
performed it in a washing machine of turning waves. I was quite impressed with his
ability in performing a scramble self rescue in the conditions we where currently in.
There we where three paddlers all in the water unscripted simultaneous and
we managed to perform three different rescue techniques successfully. You could
not ask for a better example of how well practicing rescues can pay off. We all
recognized the best rescues technique for our individual situations and performed
them either as assisted or unassisted rescues. However if option (A) would have
failed anyone of us, we all have the knowledge and experience to proceeded to
options (B) or (C) without hesitation. To avoid another similar incident of bumper

car kayaks, we now have a system in place to decide whose turn it is when it
comes to catching a wave.
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Extended Paddle Roll (Pawlata) Roll
By Wayne Horodowich

A great deal of emphasis gets placed on rolling a kayak. I think rolling is an important skill to have, especially if
you like to play in surf, rock gardens, caves, fast moving water and rough waters. However, everyone blows their
roll sooner or later so your capsize recovery techniques need to be reliable and up-to-date. That being said, if you
want to learn to roll and you are a sea kayaker, you should learn a roll that has a higher degree of success.
The extended paddle roll is a great roll for sea kayaking. The longer lever provided by using the paddle in the
extended paddle position gives the paddler more support for rolling or bracing. According to Derek Hutchinson's
rolling book we can thank H.W. Pawlata (known as Edi Pawlata) for doing the first Eskimo roll in Europe (1927).
This roll like many others still depends upon the coordination of paddle movement, torso rotation and using your
lower limbs to right your capsized kayak. While I would love to tell you all you need to learn this roll is on this
page I cannot. After teaching hundreds of paddlers to roll I can say the best way to learn is having a trained
instructor leading you through the process. I will touch on the highlights to get you started.
If you want more details I have included an in water teaching sequence specifically for this roll in USK’s
Greenland Rolling featuring Maligiaq Padilla & Dubside. Since this roll is essentially the standard layback roll
done in the Greenland competition the Greenland Rolling Part 1 video has a tremendous amount of information to
help you with your rolling skills.

!

Pic 1 As you are capsizing and you know your brace isn't going to work, tuck forward to minimize your exposure
to what is under the water under your kayak. This position also gets you closer to the surface and your initial set up
position. When you tuck, do so toward the side in which you will roll.
Start with hands in normal paddle position with both hands out of the water with the paddle being pushed toward
the sky. Instead of going right into your rolling action, first move the paddle into the extended position. Your hands
will still keep their normal distance from each other, but the back hand will be holding the end of the paddle.

!

Pic 2 The leading blade needs to stay flat on the surface (with a slight climbing blade angle) to give you the
support you will need to roll you and your kayak upright. To describe it more accurately one should say, "roll your
kayak and yourself upright." Like any successful roll, you right the kayak and the body follows.
A good argument for 90 and 0 degree feathered paddles is always knowing where the leading blade is in space by
the blade in your other hand. Other feather angles will not feel the same, because it can be difficult to know the
angle of the working blade when it is offset between 90 and 0 degrees from the blade in the hand.

!

Pic 3 As you begin to sweep the leading blade out away from the bow and along the surface, you will be lifting
your inside knee (the same knee as the leading hand.) Your goal is to right the kayak in a smooth motion as your
brace sweeps along the surface.
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The knee lift is the key to rolling your kayak up. The sweeping blade is there to give you the necessary support to
right your kayak. Think of it as a moving brace. Do not pull the paddle down. Sweep the paddle out and lift the
knee simultaneously.
As soon as I begin moving my paddle my kayak begins the righting process. My kayak is almost on edge and I
have only moved my paddle to a 45-degree angle (approx) in relation to bow of my kayak. In the next picture when
my paddle is at he 90-degree position my body is already out of the water and I am almost upright balanced over
my kayak.
Pic 4 Notice that the arms remain in the front plane of the body. The leading arm has the elbow pointing down.
Proper hand and arm position will keep you from strains and/or injuries while rolling.
While you are rolling your kayak upright remember not to lead with your head. Do NOT come up head first. Let
the head come up last naturally. If you try to lead with your head, you are actually keeping the kayak from rolling
up.
Remember, your knee action rights the kayak while you are using your moving paddle for support.
Pic 5 Once upright you will find yourself in the extended high brace position, which is a very supportive brace.
Since you just capsized, coming up into a powerful brace position is advantageous. You can go right into an
extended sculling brace to give yourself added support while you get reoriented to being upright and let the water
drain from your nose. Change back to regular paddle position when you feel comfortable to paddle off into the
sunset.
You will find this roll to be very powerful. As you perfect the extended paddle roll you will find yourself upright by
the time your paddle just passes the 90-degree position (3 o'clock.) This roll works very well when your kayak is
full of gear and if gear is on the top deck. Those who paddle Sit On Tops and use thigh braces will find this to be
the roll of choice if they ever use a roll.
There are many different rolls to choose from. Since sea kayaks are larger than whitewater kayaks and definitely
heavier, taking advantage of a longer lever makes a lot of sense. I recommend to learn as many rolls as you can.
Once you have made the Pawlata roll a reliable one you will find it is one that will serve you well especially when
the conditions get rough and your sea kayak is packed for a long trip.
I must repeat myself about practicing your roll under the eyes of someone who knows what to look for and can
analyze what you are doing right and wrong. You can save yourself a lot of aggravation if you have the right help.
In addition, make life easy for yourself in the learning stage. Learn in a heated pool. Wear goggles to help you with
the visual. Once you can get up in the pool then take the roll into your kayaking waters, but in a calm area. Have
your partner nearby to give an Eskimo assist in case you miss the roll. This could save you wasting a lot of energy
from doing wet exits and recoveries.
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Reading books and watching videos to help you understand what needs to be done is important. I am an advocate of a
well-stocked sea kayaking library. If you practice this with your friends then seriously think about the USK Greenland
Rolling video mentioned earlier. If you are one of those folks who wants to learn a few different rolls then I
recommend Derek Hutchinson's "Eskimo Rolling" book if you can find a copy. Not only does it have a variety of rolls
it also has great stories of the famous who missed their roll.

!

Wayne Horodowich is the founder of the University of Sea Kayaking, LLC (USK) and has been teaching
Sea Kayaking since the mid 1980's and is the producer of the "In Depth" Instructional video series on sea
kayaking. Visit www.useakayak.org for information about USK and sea kayaking education. You can also
like USK on facebook or subscribe to USKMOVIES on You Tube where Wayne shares experiences &
techniques. This article has also been published in Atlantic Coastal Kayaker and shown on paddling.net.
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Riding Ocean Waves
Colin Mullen Dec. 4, 2013

I discovered why kayakers lean back onto their kayaks rear decks while riding waves towards shore and what can
happen when they do not. As the kayaks stern starts to rise up onto the face of the accelerating wave, the bow will
start to slant down. If the angle between the kayaks bow and stern is great enough the bow will submerge itself in the
trough between the waves, unless the paddler is leaning back placing their additional weight onto the kayaks stern,
thus raising the bow. When paddling in a set of waves which are close together the kayaks bow will pierce the
preceding wave, in this case even leaning back may not stop the bow from being submerged. If the kayaks bow
submerges in the trough between waves or in the back of the wave to your front, one of two things can happen. One,
the kayak will broach in the wave, which means the kayaks stern has slid down the face of the wave and the kayak is
traveling sideways with the wave. A kayak traveling broach into a wave is not a bad thing, as long as the paddler leans
into the braking wave and applies a low or high brace depending on the size of the wave. Bring broached in a wave
while using a low brace is the method I use to ride my kayak up onto the beach to exit the surf zone. If a paddler does
not use a high or low brace when broached in a wave the result will be a capsized kayak. The second thing, which can
happen to a kayak if its bow submerges in the trough between waves is not as pleasant as simply having a kayak
broached in a wave, as I recently found out. What occurs once the kayak’s bow becomes submerged in the between
waves is as if the kayaks bow’s forward progress has stopped but the kayak’s stern has continued to move forward on
the wave. Since the stern cannot go past the kayak’s now submerged bow the only place for the stern to go is up
further onto the face of the wave and then up into the air. When this happens for a brief moment, the kayak and its
occupant will look like an exclamation (!) point. This occurs just before gravity, the now passing wave, and kayaks
submerged bow causes the kayak and paddler to face plant onto the water surface. The result is the kayaks bow,
which was previously facing the shore, is now facing back out to the ocean and the kayak and paddler have now
capsized in the surf zone. The kayak and paddler literally will do a 180-degree turn vertically in the air. Imagine a
pencil standing vertically upright on its flat eraser, that’s the kayaks bow stuck in the trough between waves. The
other end of the pencil, the pencils pointed end is sticking up vertically into the air, the pointed end represents the
kayaks stern. Now, just give the pencil’s point a little push, you get the idea. I would not recommend this kayaking
maneuver; it is uncomfortable on the kayakers face when it strikes the water’s surface. Another thing I would not
recommend is trying to hold onto your hat while you and your kayak are in the exclamation (!) point position if you
plan to roll your kayak once capsized. It is difficult to roll a kayak while one hand is on your head holding your hat in
place. The good thing about this maneuver is if you perform it correctly, you will learn the importance of leaning back
onto the kayaks rear deck while riding waves. If you perform this maneuver, you will only do it once, unless you are a
moron. You will never attempt do this maneuver intentionally unless you are a bigger moron. Even though this
kayaking maneuver only takes a few seconds, if that, it will seem like an eternity. For the brief time you and your
kayak are in the exclamation (!) point position you can see the sky, birds flying by, you get a really good look up and
down the beach, views a kayaker cannot see while seated in their kayak on the water’s surface.
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Progression of NACK Trips
Colin Mullen Oct. 11, 2013

The first year Dara and I were members of NACK the only paddle offered was a level
three trip, there were no paddles offered to novice paddlers. The second year of our
membership the few paddles that were scheduled were all cancelled due to the lack of either a
trip leader and/or back-up trip leader. Thankfully, those days are behind us, for since then the
number of trips offered and paddled has increased yearly. This year NACK offered its members
the highest number of paddling opportunities since its creation and largest number of members
took advantage of this opportunity to get out on the water. NACK accomplished this
achievement through years of planning, which included a growth in the number of instructors
and certified trip leaders. Through their dedication and commitment, NACK has been able to
make a steady but slow increase in the number of trips it offers each year.
Early this spring NACK acquired the services of ACA Instructor Trainer Chris Raab to
teach the ACA’s Trip Leader course to our members. His instruction added five additional Trip
Leaders to NACK’s ranks, Alex, Bob H., Jack, Renee and Robin. Debbie also earned her Trip
Leader certification through the Sebago Kayak Club. Each one of them led or backed-up at
least one or in some cases multiple trips this season. Their achievement aided in NACK’s efforts
to offer our members more trips than in previous years. In addition to the increase in trip
leaders, another factor, which assisted in our efforts to increase the number of trips offered, was
the increase in number of members who submitted trips. Next year we hope to continue with our
steady growth in trips by again offering the Trips Leader course. However, this time it will be
given by NACK instructors. I will also be encouraging even more members to plan and submit
paddles for the 2014-paddling season.
The leaves have started to change color on Long Island and the water temperature in the
bays is now in the sixties, for many of us this indicates the approach of the end of paddling
season. There are a few of us for whom this does not indicate the end of the paddling season but
even for us who continue to paddle, it will mean less trips planned and less opportunities to
paddle. The approach of fall and winter for NACK will represent a very small increase in the
percentage of paddles submitted in 2013.

NACK
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However, the 2014 paddling season is closer than you realize. NACK will be starting the
2014-paddling season as always with Roy’s annual New Year’s Day paddle. Few kayakers are
hardy enough to participate in Roy’s New Year’s Day paddle, some paddlers will prefer to wait
until later in the season to dust off their kayaks and equipment and get on the water. Regardless
if you take part in NACK’s first paddle, of the season or its last, it is never too early to start
planning and submitting trips for the 2014 season. If you enjoyed the paddling the trip you
submitted in 2013, resubmit the identical trip in 2014. If you did not submit a trip in 2013
submit one in 2014. If you are unsure how to plan a trip, ask anyone of NACK’s instructors or
trip leaders to assist you with its planning, they will be glad to help you.
NACK is not my club, it is ours, it belongs to our entire membership and we all need to
support NACK and our fellow members and friends if NACK is going to succeed as a paddling
club. For NACK to maintain the steady growth in trips that we have enjoyed over the past few
seasons our members need to continue to plan and submit trips. NACK’s instructors and/or trip
leaders need to lead and back-up member’s trips, additionally instructors and/or trip leaders
need to plan and submit their own trips.
Instructors and/or trip leaders in 2014 keep in mind that your fellow NACK member’s
dues subsidized your training that allowed you to achieve your goal. In 2014, demonstrate your
appreciation for their faith in you by leading their trips and submitting and leading ones of your
own.
NACK has experienced a tremendous increase in the number of trips since Dara and I
first became members, and this has accrued because of the outstanding members that make up
NACK. Let us support NACK’s continued growth as a paddling club by planning, submitting
and paddling your trips in 2014.

!
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Wind and Waves !

!

Save the Date
On Sunday, January 26, 2014, the NACK
Awards Post Holiday Dinner will be held. Hope
to see you all there. Details on page 26.

!

New Member
Thanks for the welcome! Afraid I don't really
have a lot to share in the way of experience.
Had been going out occasionally last year &
earlier this summer with a friend from
HuntingtonBay (borrowing his
CarolinaPerception) before finally buying myself
an Eddyline 'Raven' in August over @Empire &
really getting seriously into this.
Looking to meet like-minded people to paddle
with & it seems that I'm definitely in the right
place with you guys. Have been going on some of
these kayak ‘meet-up group' trips from the

then again as I am now in the middle of reading
'MoreDeepTrouble' (borrowed from my 1st
NACK mtg), things don't always go as you think
they will ! So I honestly can't say what would
happen in challenging conditions. Feeling very
lucky now looking back some of those earlier
trips with my friend out on the North Shore!
I've really been enjoying nature photography on
my trips, (saw my first harbor seal last
Saturday off OakBeach!!), I'm not really into
fishing although wouldn't mind trying it; just
really enjoying the whole kayaking experience &
although i've taken a number of solo paddles
(Mt Sinai harbor, Nissequoge river), it is much
more enjoyable with a group.
I'm pretty well set equipment-wise with
paddlefloat, spare paddle, hand-pump, safety
sling, handheld VHF & cold-water gear.
So hopefully as I learn & develop I'll have more
to offer the group. One long-term goal for me
is definitely your Manhattan Circumnav.
Coming up on 56th birthday in January but its
never too late to learn new things.
Thanks for reaching out.
Alan M

!

Winter Pool Starts Saturday January 11

internet but you have no idea what kind of skill
or training these other people have who show
up.
I did take a 4hr Combo safety/rescue class
with Elizabeth O'Connor in early October so I
can at least manage a wet exit/self-rescue; but

NACK

This is a perfect time to try your skills from
wet exits to learning 25 different rolls. It’s
less expensive than going to the Bahamas and a
lot less hassle. All you need is a clean kayak,
and a helpful attitude. If you didn’t sign up for
some or all of the six (6) sessions in January,
February and March (see last fall’s newsletter)
check with Ann K or Steve M to see if someone
is willing to share (not use) any or some of their
pool sessions. Call Ann at 631-286-8782 or
email her at akaiser@optonline.net. for more
information.

!
!
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NACK's December meeting at Connetquot Library

John explained the "rules of the road," aids to navigation,
channel markers, day markers, cans, buoys, and their
meanings using the Shinnecock Inlet chart for his
discussion
With proper clothing and equipment, respect for the
season's cold water temperatures and shortened days,
winter can be the best paddling season of them all. Steve

conveyed his wealth of knowledge on how to safely dress
for cold water paddling, sharing his experiences with
various pieces of clothing and equipment and what has
worked and not worked well in cold conditions.

!
!

NACK

In cold water, the shock from immersion can cause a
gasp-like reflex and disorientation. To help minimize cold
shock and to keep your head warm wear a neoprene hood

Because a paddle float rescue takes time and exposes you
to increased time in the water, using a solid foam paddle
float instead of the inflatable type can enable a quicker
self-rescue.
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Steve's favorite piece of "after paddling" clothing-keeps you warm, plus has a pocket for warming your
hands and a hood for your head, AND can even serve as a
changing room!
Great job modeling it for us!

!

Thank you, John and Steve, for making this month's
meeting extremely valuable, informative and enjoyable!
Lynne Basileo

NACK
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Rough Water Kayaking in Norway
The following article entitled Rough Water
Kayaking in Norway appeared first on
PaddlingLight.com in November 2013.
It’s that time of year where I don’t get out
paddling very much. Devil Track Lake, which I live
on, just froze over completely and while the big lake
is open, I just ain’t all that motivated to go paddling
on it. I’m in that mode where I’ll get out once a
month on Lake Superior to try and continue my
record of paddling once a month, every month, on
the big lake, but I’ll grit my teeth when I do it.
I do need to get out paddling in the next couple of

days though, because I bought a Nikon AW1, which
is the new interchangeable lens camera system from
Nikon. It uses the Nikon 1 series of mirrorless
cameras as it’s basic building blocks and then makes
it waterproof, durable and freezeproof. I’ve tested
it on land over the last few days, and am planning on
trying it out on the water, but with temps below
freezing and strong winds predicted and snow, I’m
less motivated to get out, especially since almost all
my winter paddling ends up being solo. This time of
the year, it just doesn’t sound fun to go paddling in
sub-freezing temps and winds gusting to 20.

you’re in the same boat, you should check out (click
here) Roald Holm’s videos on Vimeo. These two
guys are paddling rough water in rock gardens in
Norway and having a blast. It just makes me want to
find a place to do this and take a class about rock
gardening. It looks like Roald shot the videos with
two GoPro cameras. One on his helmet and one on
the bow of his kayak just forward of his compass
(and offset to the side). The video setup of two
GoPro cameras works perfect and makes me want to
keep my GoPro and get a helmet mount for a second
one — because so far I haven’t done much with
mine, other than to shoot some video in the surf
and some while practicing eddy turns in my sea
kayak after a flood at Tettegouche State Park. I’m
not really sure what to do with all the video I shot,
because most of it is rather boring. I think what
makes this work is that the helmet cam action is
always shot close to the second kayaker, so the
second kayaker looks in your face. That means the
the shooter was right in the action as well. Great
paddlers and great filmmaking going on in this video.
I sure hope that these two make a film of a longer
expedition, because I’d love to see these techniques
put to practice in something longer.
Their black Romanys are sweet! I want one. And,
because I’ve been shopping for a logo for my kayak
guiding company, I can’t help but have logo envy
about the Neptune stickers on their kayaks. These
guys look like they’re living the dream! I hope you
enjoy these inspiring videos as much as I did.

PaddlingLight.com

Just because I’m not having any sea kayaking fun, it
doesn’t mean that I’m not dreaming about it. If

NACK
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Where do you want to paddle?
Happy & Healthy New Year to all of you out there.
Where do you want to paddle in 2014? NACK wants
your paddles! No, not the ones you hold in your
hands. NACK is always requesting that members
submit trips that they would like to take. Colin will
work out the details and let you know what you can
do. All you have to do is let him know where and
when you think a paddle should be. How easy is
that? You can let him know by e-mail at
colin82abn@optonline.net and/or see him at a
meeting or on the water. Let’s make 2014 the best
paddling year for NACK.

!

Instructors

With this issue NACK is profiling Steve McDonald.
All the instructors that you see profiled have been
certified by the American Canoe Association (ACA)
after rigorous training, testing and paddling over
many years. Many of our NACK members are ACA
instructors. There are instructors at all skill levels.
When you take instruction from a certified ACA
instructor your skill level goes up like a rocket, you
gain confidence and you feel at home on the water
with a canoe or kayak. You can find instruction (free
or at reasonable cost) almost anywhere. For
example: NACK meetings, paddling clinics, NACK
winter pool, call or email a NACK member, see
instructors’ names in the fall newsletter with winter
pool information, etc. Ask about instruction. Even
the best paddlers occasionally get instruction
either formally or informally. NACK thanks our
many instructors who give so much time and energy
to the sport of paddling. You will hear more about
them in coming issues of the NACK Newsletter and
Journal.

becoming L-2 kayak instructors this season we will
make every attempt in contracting a ACA
Instructor Trainer to teach the instructors course
and administer the ACA's Instructor Certification
Examination. Additionally NACK will be giving the
ACA's Trip Leader course this season to any NACK
member who is interested in taking it. NACK’s
board has not worked out all the details, that will
depend on the number of members interested in
becoming instructors or trip leaders. If you are
interested in becoming an L-2 kayak instructor or
trip leader or if you have any questions please
contact me. colin82abn@optonline.net
Thank you
Colin
NACK's Training Chair

!

!

Instructors and Trip Leaders

Fellow NACK members in keeping with NACK's
commitment to our members we are looking to
expand NACK's instructors staff. If there are a
reasonable number of NACK members interested in

NACK
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Thoughts on Cold Water Day December 14

Water Temps measured between 38 and 43
degrees. Not too bad.
Air temp just 25 and a NE wind at about 10, throw
in some snow too.....brrr! Those NACK folks are
hearty folks.
Those who stayed home in the face of the
impending snow storm made the right decision.
We were hoping for 40ish. More like normal
daytime in December.
The hot air hand dryer (hand warmer) in the
bathroom sure got a lot of use.
Everyone got to try out their drysuits in the water.
Mine didn't leak!
A few hearty souls did the wet exit thing. Congrats
to Alan for a demo on how to do it!!
Neoprene gloves just didn't cut it. Wet neoprene
exposed to very cold air and wind not good!
I switched to pogies and was just fine.
If you're wearing pogies you better bring along wool
gloves (mittens even better) to put on as soon as
you get out of your kayak.
Bring loose gloves. Not easy gettin' wet hands into
tight gloves.
Note: one drawback to pogies is your hands are left
unprotected if you need to do a wet exit.
Pretty tough trying to paddle or inflate a paddle
float with frozen fingers and lips.
A tow line might come in handy for helping in that
situation. A sling too.
Read those handouts. Plenty of good info.
My feet got cold. Two pairs of fleece socks next
time.
Those foot warmers don't work if you rip the
packages open....duh. Note to self...read the
instructions next time...with your glasses on.
Did I mention the hot air hand dryer in the
bathroom. Briefly considered using it as a foot
dryer/warmer :-)
Bagels from Goldbergs in Patchogue are good.
So was the home made hot chocolate(?) mix. What
was in that stuff? Thanks Ann!!

!

NACK

John looked stunning in his new Fuzzy Fleece! Finally
I'm not alone.
More than one person drove home in their drysuits
rather than change in the lot. Hope they managed
to get it off.
I would like to get out and paddle in conditions just
a bit more favorable. Sun + 40's +calm winds etc
Thanks to everyone who turned out.

Photos Curtesy of Steve McDonald

!!
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More Thoughts on Cold Water Day

NACK
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Photos Curtesy of Alan Majors
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!

Afterthoughts on Cold Water Day 2013
When we were paddling, I thought the young woman
who walked out on the pier to see us kayaking in the
snow was coming to take us to the nut house.

!

She yelled over to us…”I’m so jealous I already
stowed my kayak for the season” Then I knew we
were in the right place.
Bob

!
!
! NACK
!
!
!
!
!

!
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It was a great time. Yes my hands with no gloves got
very cold. We all learned something.
Paddling in cold water not too bad. Paddling in cold
water and cold air not as much fun. Need a few
extra things. Packing up and cleaning gear is cold
work. I waited till Sunday when it was warmer.
Thanks to all for a great time.
John

!

Yeah. I waited too. My hose is still frozen. Took
everything into the shower this morning!
Kayak was good though. Between snow & the
rainwater overnite it was good to go..
Definitely getting some wool gloves like Steve said.
Tying down boat afterwards in the wind was worst
part. Special thanks to Ann for making the run out
there with those crucial support provisions!
& thanks to everyone else for the really good time &
nice welcome on my 1st NACK outing... -Alan
Oh. & pay no attention to that Seal Watching sign.
Think even seals knew better than to come out on
day like yesterday!
Alan

!

Nice photos Alan and good job on assisted reentry.
It was a lot of fun and I do enjoy paddling this time
of year. My dry suit and paddle pogies kept me nice
and toasty. However, I have to rethink my selfrescue in the cold. Blowing up a paddle float with
frozen fingers is impossible.
Paul V

!

I think it is safe to say that everyone for the most
part experienced some deficiency at some point in
their equipment and or physical abilities.
That's a good thing.
Now we know that those conditions may warrant
some changes in preparation and or gear.
For next time;
1. I will wear a thicker 2nd set of wool socks for my
feet.

NACK

2. I will keep my neoprene gloves off until I actually
need them.
3. I will also pack a nice pair of wool multi mittens in
my dry bag for when I need to warm up my hands
off the water.
4. I had a very small leak in the ankle of my dry suit
that made my foot a little damp. I did not notice
until I was in the parking lot. ** Thank you to my
very cold feet for reporting that one to me after
the fact!! I am still investigating the cause. I'm
hoping that I did not cinch the zipper all the way
down. I'll be more careful next time.
5. I never got to shivering but my finger tips did
start to get numb. I was humbled by the fact that I
had trouble buckling and zipping up my PFD.
As with any NACK event it was great to see the
camaraderie and communication among each other
throughout the day. I think Steve summed it up
best, "Those NACK folks are hearty folks."
Buddy

!

I learned that gloves don't work. I was impressed at
how warm my fingers were with the pogies that
Steve lent me. Pogies are of no use if you end up in
the water. Cold, wet fingers work for a very short
time and might limit our ability to reenter the kayak
after a wet exit. Good reason to have a bombproof
roll. Does anyone have any experience or thoughts
about mittens for paddling such as NRS toaster
mitts?
Alex

!

I was looking at these mittens from kokotat. Link
shows them to be in stock at NYKAYAK Co.
http://kokatat.com/inferno-padling-mitt.html
Steve

!

I've never paddled with a mitten before. Looks like
they are definitely an improvement over the
neoprene gloves.
Buddy
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Kayaking Seals
I paddled Jones Beach yesterday (12/27) and
there were a lot of seals all over. Here is one
picture (with some help from Photoshop).
Happy holidays and happy new year to all.

Alex

!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
!
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Hi All
We have planned a wonderful NACK Annual
Awards/Post Holiday party
at the Irish Coffee Pub, 131 Carlton Avenue,
East Islip, NY 11730 ,
Sunday January 26th.
Let's meet at 5 pm for drinks at the bar
followed by dinner 5:30 pm .
Dinner is $45.00 per person, including tax and
gratuities. Cash Bar.
Please respond to this email as soon as possible
with an email that says:
I will attend;
or
I will not attend (i.e. I know for sure I will be
out of town)
This will help me approximate a head count and
work with the restaurant.
A final tally will be done the week before the
Dinner
Looking forward to seeing you soon!
Thanks
Renee L!
(516) 829 -9792 • reneesl@verizon.net
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Getting the most from Kayak Pool Sessions

!
!

By Steve M
Getting the most out of pool sessions. Pool time is expensive, so you will want to make much of the
opportunity. Here’s my list of 10. I’m sure there’s more. Your input and comments are welcome.

1 Arrive early with a super clean kayak. You will need time to unload and move boats, check in, get
changed, etc.

!
2 Take some time to warm up. You should stretch and limber up and maybe do a few yoga poses.
!

3 Plan your activities. Not just rolling, ten minutes of trying to roll can be exhausting. Review your wet exit
especially if you have a new or different boat or equipment. In between try something different like a
balance brace. Have some alternatives, a plan B, to make the most of your time.

!

4 Make an equipment checklist. Nothing like getting to the pool without a paddle! You might not need
sunscreen but you’ll probably need a PFD, spray skirt, nose plugs and goggles, lock for your locker and a
towel to dry off. And don’t forget water to drink. Strenuous activity can easily cause you to become
dehydrated.

!
5 Try something different. If you ask, most paddlers are willing to let you try their kayak, paddle or PFD.
!
6 Team up with another paddler. Wet exits and dumping water from your boat is exhausting and time
consuming. Safety considerations aside, peer practice can be very rewarding.

!

7 Take photos and video. There’s nothing like seeing yourself doing something. When learning to roll I
was shocked to see my position under water. There I was, sitting bolt upright instead of setup, curled
upward to the water surface. No way that’s going to work.

!

8 Seek instruction if available. An experienced instructor will often be able to give pointers to help
improve skills and avoid common mistakes. We often think we’re doing something right when a trained
observer can see that we’re not doing what we think we are doing.

!
9 Did I mention arrive early? See #1
!

10 Most important, have fun and enjoy the clean, warm water, and no jellyfish!

NACK
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NACK ACA Instructor Profile

Steve McDonald
How long have you been in paddlesports? I purchased my first kayak, a Hobie sit-on-top about,
10 years ago with the intention of using it mostly for fishing. Prior to that I had paddled a canoe
on occasion.

!

How did you get into paddlesports? My initial interest was to further my fishing. That Hobie
worked just fine as a fishing platform but then I tried a Necky sea kayak one day at Empire and I
was hooked.

NACK
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What is your favorite boat (different occasions/conditions)? I've been through a bunch of different
kayaks, several from Impex, but right now I seem to like my P&H Delphin and my recently acquired
Tiderace Xcite. They both handle rough water and are great all around kayaks. To cover long
distances the Impex Outer Island couldn't be beat. The skin-on-frame I built, along with my
greenland paddle is my connection to the original Inuit "qajaqs."

!

Tell us a little about one of your favorite places to paddle. That's really hard to say. I've
paddled and camped in the Adirondacks, paddled around Manhattan and Shelter Islands, played in
the rough stuff off of Fishers Island, and cruised the placid Carmans River. I enjoy them all. My
favorite venue would be "Anywhere there's water" but lately it has been the surf. It's given me a
new appreciation of just how remarkable a craft the sea kayak really is.

!

Who has influenced you most in paddling? I'd have to say Elizabeth O'Connor. She was my first
instructor and she was the one who suggested that I pursue ACA Instructor Certification. I
attended one of her Paddlesports Symposia a good while back at Connetquot High School and
watched the NACK Demo Team do rescues and rolling. That's what got me started. There have
been many others along the way Ben Lawry, Chris Raab, Alison Sigethy, Cheri Perry, Turner Wilson,
Peter Gengler and Tom Nofsinger to name a few. For me t's not just what they teach but how they
teach it.

!

What drew you to become an ACA Instructor? Personally I'm always trying different things and
different kayaks, always looking to improve my paddling skills. That's been one real source of
enjoyment and it's something that I wanted to share with other paddlers. Besides having skills, an
instructor needs to learn how to teach those skills. That's why I took the Instructor Certification
Courses and Exams. I get great satisfaction when I'm able to help someone become a better skilled
and safer paddler.

!

What do you consider your hometown paddle? I'd have to say Timber Point. It's not the closest for
me but I paddle or practice there all the time. It has a wide variety of conditions. The Connetquot
River provides sheltered and scenic surroundings or you can venture out into Great South Bay and
Fire Island.

!

Where is one place you still aspire to paddle? While there is plenty of local water I still need to
explore. I hope to get the opportunity to paddle more in the Gulf of Mexico. Crystal clear water
and manatees...... but then again paddling Hempstead's East Bay with seals is fun too.

NACK
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Originally from the ACA website

Be Prepared - Cold Water Can KILL!
Cold Water is extremely dangerous. It quickly robs the body of its strength, diminishes
coordination and impairs judgment. Immersion in water as warm as 50 to 60 degrees can
initiate what has been called "Cold Water Shock."
When a paddler capsizes and is suddenly immersed in cold water, the body’s first reflexive
action is to gasp for air, followed by increased heart rate, blood pressure and disorientation.
The immersion can even lead to cardiac arrest. Without proper equipment and apparel, the
body can become incapacitated in just a few minutes. Without a lifejacket, this is a very
dangerous and often fatal combination. When paddling where the water temperature is 60
degrees Fahrenheit or colder, a wetsuit is a must and a drysuit is highly recommended.
Cold water or cold weather can also lead to dangerous hypothermia. Hypothermia occurs
when exposure to the elements prohibits the body from reheating and maintaining its core
temperature. Typical symptoms of hypothermia include shivering, impaired judgment,
clumsiness, loss of dexterity and slurred speech.
Planning and Prevention are the best methods to avoid potentially life-threatening situations:
Plan your trip and "think smart" - Know the water temperature and weather forecast before you
set out.
Fuel Your Body - Keep your body well fueled with high carbohydrate foods and lots of water.
Insulate Your Body - Simply said, you should dress for immersion in cold water.
•
•

Avoid wearing cotton clothing when paddling in cool temperatures.
Dress in layers using synthetic fabrics such as polyester fleece to prevent getting
overheated or chilled from perspiration.
•
Carry a waterproof jacket designed for splash and/or rain protection.
•
Anytime the water temperature is less than 60 degrees Fahrenheit, wear specialized
insulating clothing (wetsuit or drysuit) capable of protecting you while in the water.
•
Keep in mind that the warmth and comfort range of a dry suit can be flexible based on
the clothing worn underneath it.
•
Wear a warm hat that will stay on your head in the water. A fleece-lined skullcap is ideal.
•
Have spare, dry clothing and store in a sealed dry bag while on the water.
Watch Out for Your Group - Know your emotional and physical limitations. Group members
need to constantly assess the behavior of others in their group. Look for changes in behavior,
withdrawal, sluggishness, talking less or a member not eating enough. These are all
symptoms of fatigue and may suggest a problem that the group needs to address.
NACK
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Wetsuits and Drysuits
By Gordon Dayton, AT Coastal Chair and a Founding Director of NACK

!

Wetsuits and drysuits are useful gear for helping maintain body temperature when immersed in water.
Wetsuits are suits which conform to the body and are made from closed cell neoprene fabric, generally 3/16”
to ¼” thick. Hydroskin is a trademarked product that is similar to the neoprene wetsuit material, but lighter,
more flexible but generally less insulating.

!Drysuits are made from waterproof material with gaskets at the neck and wrists to seal water completely

away from the body. A drysuit may have attached booties, boots or may utilize an ankle gasket depending on
design. Drysuits are loose fitting so that insulating clothing layers can be worn between them and the body.
Drysuits may be made from different fabrics, some of which are breathable, but all will have a durable exterior
fabric usually made of nylon.

!How they work:
! 1. Wetsuits work by trapping a layer of water between the suit and your body. Your body warms this
!2.

layer and it then acts in combination with the insulation of the suit to keep you warm. The thicker
the layer of neoprene insulation the warmer the suit, but generally the less freedom of movement.
Drysuits work by sealing water away from your body and trapping a layer of air between the suit
and your skin. For different levels of protection you are required to wear different types of
insulating clothing under the suit. Some companies make fleece union suits in different
thicknesses depending on water temperature. If you sweat due to exertion, moisture can build up
inside the suit, condense on the cold inner surface and compromise the insulation factor of your
clothing. For this reason, paddlers often prefer to invest in drysuits constructed from breathable
fabrics that allow moisture to escape while locking water outside the suit.

!How to use them:
! 1. Wetsuits should be clean and dry before use. Dusting a layer of talc on the inside will aid in
!2.
!

donning the suit and will thereby put less strain on the seams. Try to don wetsuit components so
that they overlap in successive layers. This will inhibit exchange of water in the layer next to your
skin, keeping you warmer.
Drysuits must be clean and dry before use in order for them to function properly. Dusting a layer of
talc on the gaskets will reduce strain in these delicate membranes when putting on the suit. Each
suit will have an optimum order of limb insertion depending on the design and location of the zipper.
It is extremely important that the suit not leak in order for it to function properly in the
event of immersion. Make sure that the zipper is fully and properly sealed. Then pre-test your suit
by submersing prior to paddling. If you experience a leak of any kind, consider rescheduling your
trip and arrange for repairs to your suit. A spare suit or other back-up gear is a good idea for use in
emergencies or while your suit is being serviced.

!Always “burp” your suit before embarking on a paddle. A great deal of air can be trapped in a
!

drysuit and can result in “ballooning” upon immersion. If the air moves to the top of the suit it may
restrict arm movement to the point of preventing recovery from a capsize. If it moves to the feet,
the suit could cause the user to float head down – this can be very
difficult to correct in deep water. Smart paddlers always carry a knife on their person for such
emergencies.
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When to use them:

!

The American Canoe Association advises use of immersion clothing any time the water
temperature is below 60o F or if the water plus the air temperature is below 120 oF. A more detailed set of
recommendations is shown below, adapted from an article by Judy Bostian an expert on waterskiing and
wakeboarding.

!

!

Water Temp
(oF)
80 +

!!
!

! !

Feels to body like:

!

Bath water

!
!

!

!

What to wear

Sun/Wind protection only
Wetsuit Trunks or
72 – 80
Comfortable
Shorty wetsuit or
Sleeveless Shorty wetsuit
65 – 72
Cool at first
Short John Arms/Full leg wetsuit
60 – 65
Very chilly
Full Wetsuit or Drysuit
Full Wetsuit or Drysuit or
50 – 60
Extremely chilly
Short John Arms/Full leg wetsuit with
Paddle Jacket
May cause shock
Full wetsuit or drysuit with gloves, hood,
and booties (if applicable)
< 50
or gasp reflex
NOTE: physical condition, medical conditions and wind velocity may serve to modify these
suggestions to a more conservative level.

!

How to maintain them:
1.

!

Neoprene or Hydroskin suits and booties quickly build up debris from dried skin tissue and body oils that
quickly lead to undesirable odors. Your wetsuit should be cleaned thoroughly after each use. Most
manufacturers do not recommend machine washing, but if you insist on this it is best to us a front-loader or a
top-loader on “Gentle” cycle (“Normal” cycle could undo stitching). Use a mild detergent such as Woolite and
add some fabric softener to the rinse cycle. Never machine dry!
A safer practice is to rinse the garment immediately after each use with warm water
inside and out. Periodically it should be soaked in an enzyme-based cleaner such as “Odor Be Gone” or
“Sink The Stink” available through many dive shops and on-line. Suits should be soaked for a number of
hours or overnight then removed without rinsing and allowed to air dry.

!
!

2.

Once dry, the suit should be coated with 303 Protectant or other UV protective product and suspended on a
wide clothes hanger or special wetsuit hanger in a cool, dry place away from chemicals, gasoline, equipment
or UV radiation. Alternatively the suit may be spread out flat on the floor under a bed. Do not fold the suit for
storage as this can easily cause permanent wrinkles that leads to thin spots that are prone to wear.
Drysuits should be rinsed in clear water after use to remove salt and dirt. They should also be cleaned inside
with a mild detergent such as Woolite to remove body oils. Scrubbing with a soft brush can be helpful in
removing difficult soiling. Cleaning gaskets is especially important if sunblock is used. Once cleaned and
rinse, turn the suit inside out and allow to air dry. When complete turn right side out and complete drying the
outside.

!

After each use gaskets should be treated with food-grade silicone oil based grease, oil or spray to keep them
supple and soft.
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A QUICK GUIDE TO THE WORK CREDIT/
NACK BUCK SYSTEM

!

As part of the membership responsibilities
all members are asked to donate 10 work hours
to NACK each year. These hours can be fulfilled
by being elected as club officer, appointment as a
committee chairperson, volunteering on any of the
committees, or helping out at outreach events.
See the full Work Policy on the web site for
detailed job descriptions and work credit given.
Go to www.getthenack.org click on Docs and
Forms, scroll to the button that says NACK Work
Policy and click on it. If you’re unsure who to
contact to volunteer for a position call or e-mail
any member of the executive committee or the
board.
For every 10 hours over the 10 required
hours a “NACK Buck” is deposited to your work
account. Each NACK Buck currently has a credit
value of $25 towards NACK approved training. To
get work credits and earn NACK Bucks YOU
MUST REPORT YOUR WORK HOURS.
To report your work hours send an e-mail to the
work committee chair Tom @:
tstraub@optonline.net. stating the activity, the
date and the number of hours. The email needs to
be sent within two months of contributing the work
hours. Submissions of work hours received more
than two months after service will not be counted.

!

NACK approved and sponsored training:

To redeem your NACK bucks print out a
copy of the NACK Buck Redemption form from
the Docs & Forms section of the website. Mail or
scan a copy of the completed form to the
treasurer, who will get the approval from the work
chair.

!

For non-sponsored training:

It is required to fill out this form well before
the proposed training session as the required
approvals may take two weeks or more, as you
must get the additional signatures as outlined in
the work policy. The signatures can be by email
notes and attached to the form.
You must show proof that you completed
the course to the treasurer to receive your NACK
Bucks
Your membership must be current, your
work commitment must be up to date, and there
must be sufficient coverage in the Training Fund
as outlined in the work policy.

NACK

To streamline the approval process, all
NACK training will have the maximum number of
allowable NACK bucks that can be used listed
with the training. The amount of allowable
NACK bucks must be approved by the board prior
to the posting of the training. After the member
completes the course the only approval that will
be needed is by the work chairperson and the
treasurer following the current work guidelines.

!!
!
!
!

!
!
NACK Monthly Meetings:

Please see our basic schedules (page 4) for
meetings, assessments, winter pool, training,
peer practices, and events or contact any
director, officer or committee member listed
on the second page of this newsletter. If you
are thinking about joining our club or if you
would like to come and see what paddling is
about, attend a meeting, peer practice, pool
practice or event just give us a call or email.
Bring the family. More details and directions
are contained on our web site at
www.getthenack.org. Get on our mailing list.
Get the NACK. Check our most recent
newsletter (quarterly) & website for the
locations, dates and goings on. During
warmer weather, we hold our monthly
meetings on the water. Our e-mail is
info@get-the-NACK.org. Updates to the
schedule are sent by email (our mailing list
— get on it) as the schedule gets constantly
added to, changed and updated. Hope to see
you at a meeting, paddle and on the water.

!
!
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KLASSIFIEDS

Sea Kayaking Skills and
Adventures, Ltd.

www.sksa-ltd.com!
Skills + Knowledge = Adventure

!
!

NACK Member Discount
OS Systems Dry Suits/Dry Tops

Sales and repairs
Frank Copren
Cell: 631-379-7332

“Men wanted for hazardous journey, small
wages, bitter cold, long months of complete
darkness—constant danger, safe return
doubtful—honor and recognition in case of
success.”!
SIR ERNEST SHACKLETON

fcopren58@aol.com

Please send your articles, stories, tips, photographs, etc., to
Hal M @ halmcl@mac.com

NACK

“There is no bad weather, only the wrong gear.”
-Minnesota Proverb
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NO RT H A T LA N T I C CAN O E & K AYA K

Burping — Photo curtesy of Alan Majors

The Idea of NACK
North Atlantic Canoe and Kayak,
Inc. came about from recognition that
Long Island and Northeast America
have amazing natural resources for
paddling and a wide range of interests
and skills among the population.
NACK was founded by a group of
highly trained local instructors with a
diversity of certification backgrounds
including the American Canoe
Association, the British Canoe Union
and the American Red Cross. All had a
desire to bring the fundamentals of
paddling safety to the community at
large as well as provide for a program
of continuous improvement in skills
for paddlers at all levels. In the-spring
of 2005 the founding directors and
leaders of NACK founded a NYS not-

Training

for-profit paddling organization
dedicated to training, safety, adventure
and fellowship. They developed the
basic tenets of what is now a premier
paddling club. In the Charter the stated
purposes for which NACK has been
formed are educational and literary.
Specifically: "NACK will promote
ongoing education in safe and
responsible canoeing and kayaking for
paddlers of all skill levels on the rivers,
lakes and coastal waters of the
Northeastern United States.” Over the
years NACK has evolved into a
preeminent paddling club whose
members live west and east, north and
south and beyond. Our member’s
paddling interests and skill levels go
from novice to expert.

• Association with some of the best, most
active paddlers in America
• Free assessment of your paddling skills
• Discounted training by ACA Instructors
• Notification of paddling opportunities
• NYS not-for-profit corporation
• Service & Community Outreach
• Books, DVDs and tapes available
• Modern web presence & message board
• Peer practice, meetings and training
• Many paddling trips
• Increase your confidence and knowledge
• Protect the Environment
• Resource & voice for paddlers
• Discounts at some retailers
• Individuals, families, clubs and businesses
• Learn and grow in a year-round sport
• Learn and grow in a lifetime sport
• Quarterly Newsletter & Journal
• www.get-the-NACK.org

!

Safety

Adventure & Fellowship

Skill is the elastic in the system. When

If the first time you rely on a skill is in a

If you never paddle with those better than you,

conditions worsen, having a reserve of skill

survival situation and you find you have not

you never improve.

makes the difference between terror and

mastered it –– then what?

excitement — Top Tips for Coaches

NACK

Elizabeth O'Connor-Dayton

Top Tips for Coaches
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